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a b s t r a c t
To ensure the quality of an information system we must guarantee the correctness of the
conceptual schema that represents the knowledge about its domain. The high expressivity
of UML schemas annotated with textual OCL constraints enforces the need for automated
reasoning techniques. These techniques should be both terminating and complete to be effectively used in practice. In this paper we identify an expressive fragment of the OCL language
that ensures these properties. In this way, we overcome the limitations of current techniques
when reasoning on such a fragment. As a consequence, we also have that Description Logics
can be appropriately used to reason on UML conceptual schemas with arbitrary OCL constraints.
We also show how current tools based on different approaches can be used to reason on conceptual schemas enriched with (a decidable fragment of) OCL constraints.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A conceptual schema consists of a taxonomy of classes together with their attributes, a taxonomy of associations among classes,
and a set of integrity constraints over the state of the domain, which define conditions that each instance of the schema must satisfy
[32]. These constraints may have a graphical representation or can be defined by means of a particular general-purpose language.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) [33] has become a de facto standard in conceptual modeling of information systems.
In UML, a conceptual schema is represented by means of a class diagram, with its graphical constraints, together with a set of
user-defined constraints, which are usually specified in OCL [34].
Due to the high expressiveness of the combination of UML and OCL, manually checking the correctness of a conceptual schema
becomes a very difficult task, especially when the set of constraints is large. For this reason, it is essential to support the designer
with automated reasoning when developing a conceptual schema. Several approaches have been proposed for this purpose
[7,35,39,8,24,36,1,37].
The need for reasoning is illustrated by the following example. Consider the UML class diagram in Fig. 1. It specifies a conceptual schema representing events, which are organized and audited by persons. Some events are critical and, in this case, they have
at least one responsible. An event can have several sponsors, and can be held with other events. For the sake of simplicity, we have
omitted the attributes in the schema, since they do not affect the results of the reasoning we perform.
The UML class diagram is annotated with a set of textual constraints, expressed in OCL and shown in Fig. 2, which provide
additional semantics. Constraint 1 states that each person must organize at least an event that is critical and that does not
have any sponsor. Constraint 2 ensures that a critical event has at least an inspector. Constraint 3 states that critical events cannot be held with other events. Constraint 4 guarantees that a person cannot organize an event that does not have an inspector.
Constraint 5 ensures that all the events audited by a person must have a sponsor. Constraint 6 states that the responsible of a
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Fig. 1. UML class diagram.

critical event must organize some event. Constraint 7 states that the events that have some organizer must also have a sponsor.
Finally, Constraint 8 ensures that each sponsor must be related to some critical event, or it must sponsor at least an event that
either does not have any siblings, or it has a sibling without a sponsor.
The conceptual schema in Figs. 1 and 2 is syntactically correct according to the UML and OCL syntax rules. However, this does
not ensure that it is semantically correct. In particular, Constraints 1, 2, and 5 are in contradiction, since according to Constraint 1
there must be some critical event that does not have a sponsor, but this is impossible because all critical events must be audited by
somebody (Constraint 2), and all the events that are audited must have a sponsor (Constraint 5). Thus, it is impossible to have a
valid instance of Person that satisfies Constraint 1 and, since each CriticalEvent needs a responsible (cardinality constraint)
and an inspector (Constraint 2), neither this class can be populated.
This means that the schema is incorrect, and should be fixed. For instance, assume that Constraint 1 is replaced by the following
one:
context Person inv: organized-Nexists(oclIsTypeOf(CriticalEvent))
That is, each person must organize at least one critical event. This new constraint allows now all classes and associations to be
populated.
However, in conceptual modeling, as well as in databases, assuming that the schema can be instantiated is not enough,
because in these communities the possibility of showing finite example instantiations is considered very important. In fact, in
real applications the set of instances that can be stored or managed is necessarily finite and, thus, a schema has not only to be
consistent, but also finitely satisfiable [9], i.e., the constraints have to admit a finite set of instances. Thus, a schema that admits
only infinite instantiations is in practice unsatisfiable from the databases and software engineering point of view [29].
It is well-known that reasoning with OCL integrity constraints in their full generality is undecidable since it amounts to full
FOL reasoning. Thus, reasoning with UML conceptual schemas in the presence of OCL constraints has been approached in the
following ways:
1. Allowing general constraints (in OCL or other languages) without guaranteeing termination [19,8,35], or guaranteeing termination in some specific cases after analyzing each particular schema [36,37].
2. Allowing general constraints and ensuring termination without guaranteeing completeness of the result [31,39,11,24,10].
3. Ensuring both termination and completeness of finite reasoning by allowing only specific kinds of constraints [29,25,23,40].
4. Ensuring terminating and complete reasoning by disallowing OCL constraints and admitting unrestricted models [16,7,22,3,2].
To our knowledge, none of the existing approaches guarantees complete and terminating reasoning on UML schemas coupled
with OCL constraints such as the one in Figs. 1 and 2. Approaches of the first kind do not guarantee termination, that is, a
result may not be obtained in some particular cases. On the contrary, the second kind of approaches always terminate, but do
not guarantee completeness, that is, they may fail to find existing valid solutions. Approaches of the third kind guarantee both

Fig. 2. OCL constraints for the class diagram in Fig. 1.
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completeness and termination but do not allow arbitrary constraints as the ones in Fig. 2. Finally, the last approaches are based on
a Description Logic (DL) encoding of a UML schema. They use well known reasoning procedures developed in the DL community
to check the satisfiability of a conceptual model. Methods based on DL encodings do not consider OCL constraints and they usually
check unrestricted satisfiability (i.e., they allow for infinite instantiations of a schema).
The main purpose of this paper is to identify a fragment of OCL, which we call OCL-Lite, that guarantees finite satisfiability
while being significantly expressive at the same time. In other words, we propose the specification of arbitrary constraints within
the bounds of OCL-Lite in a UML conceptual schema to ensure completeness and decidability of reasoning. Such nice properties
are due to the finite model property (FMP) of the language, i.e., it is guaranteed that a satisfiable UML/OCL-Lite schema is always
finitely satisfiable. To preserve the FMP, the UML class diagram cannot include participation constraints specifying at-most
constraints, although constructs such as attributes, hierarchies, disjointness, covering, association classes, participation
constraints, n-ary associations and key constraints can be handled (see Sections 5.1 and 6 for more details).
The proposed UML/OCL-Lite is the result of identifying a fragment of UML/OCL that can be encoded into the DL ALCI [13],
which has interesting reasoning properties. In particular, ALCI enjoys the FMP, i.e., every satisfiable set of constraints formalized
in ALCI admits a finite model. Thus, the FMP is also guaranteed for any fragment of OCL that fits into ALCI . The contributions
of this paper can be summarized as follows:
• The identification of UML/OCL-Lite, a fragment of both UML and OCL that enjoys the FMP. To our knowledge, the reasoning
properties of OCL had not been studied before, except that full OCL leads to undecidability.
• A mapping from UML/OCL-Lite to the DL ALCI to prove that the proposed fragment has the same reasoning properties as ALCI.
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to encode OCL constraints in DLs. As a side result, a DL reasoner can be used to verify
the correctness of a schema.
• Thanks to the mapping to ALCI we are able to show both the FMP that checking satisfiability in UML/OCL-Lite is an EXPTIMEcomplete problem.
• We show how current technology can be effectively used to automatically reason on a UML/OCL-Lite schema. In particular, a DL
reasoner is used for the first time to check several desirable properties of a conceptual schema coupled with OCL constraints. We
also show a semidecision procedure able to perform the same reasoning tasks, which, as expected, always terminates within
this fragment of OCL.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews how the problem of reasoning on conceptual schemas with
constraints has been addressed in the literature. In Section 3, we provide the syntax rules of OCL-Lite, as well as the semantics
of this fragment of the language. Section 4 explains the mapping from a UML/OCL-Lite conceptual schema to ALCI. In Section 6,
we show how identifiers, which cannot be expressed in ALCI, can be handled by our approach. In Section 7, we show how our
proposal is supported by two existing tools following different approaches. Finally, in Section 8, we explain our conclusions and
point out future research directions.
2. Related work
In this section, we review how the problem of reasoning on conceptual schemas has been addressed in the literature. Reasoning
on conceptual schemas with OCL integrity constraints in their full generality is undecidable since it amounts to reasoning in FOL.
Thus, no reasoning procedures that deal with general OCL constraints can be both correct and terminating. The existing approaches
dealing with conceptual modeling and OCL constraints can be divided into those renouncing to decidability, those renouncing to
completeness, and those looking for decidable fragments.
Several approaches renounce to decidability in favor of expressiveness, thus they are able to deal with general constraints but
may not terminate in some cases. In this group we mention RoZ [19], which considers UML schemas with arbitrary constraints
specified in Z instead of OCL, and [8,35] that deal with UML schemas with OCL constraints. A different approach in this group
is the framework presented in [36,37], which imposes mild restrictions on the expressiveness of the constraints in order to ensure
decidability in a greater number of cases. Based on structural properties of both the schema and the OCL constraints the authors
propose a method to check whether the reasoner will terminate.
Other approaches rely on incomplete but terminating procedures in order to deal with general constraints. An important approach of this kind is the combination called UML2Alloy [1], which encodes a subset of UML and OCL into the Alloy language [27].
By using then the Alloy analyzer [31], the authors provide reasoning capabilities for schemas formalized in a logic notation. Given
a schema, Alloy tries to find possible models of a fixed finite size. The procedure is incomplete, since failure to find such a
fixed size model does not necessarily mean that the schema is unsatisfiable. The work in [10] translates an UML/OCL schema
into constraint programming and then uses a CSP solver. As in the previous approach, the procedure searches for possible models
of a fixed finite size and, thus, the procedure in not complete. The work in [24] presents a procedure that, given an instantiation of
the UML/OCL schema (provided as an input by the user), verifies whether such a particular instantiation is a model of the schema.
Also in this case the procedure is obviously not complete. Recently, the ability to use a SAT-solver has been incorporated in the
approach, so that the user does not need to provide an instantiation [28]. However the search space still needs to be limited by
fixing the size of the models to be found by the solver. Another approach dealing with UML schemas is presented in [39],
which requires that constraints are specified in B. A different approach is the one in [40], which defines consistency rules between
a list of OCL constraint patterns. This approach guarantees termination but is not complete since there are false positive cases, i.e.,
consistent constraints can be displayed as potentially inconsistent.
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Finally, there are approaches that limit the expressiveness by allowing only specific kinds of constraints in order to guarantee
both decidability and completeness. These approaches usually disregard OCL constraints and concentrate on a subset of the full
UML/EER graphical constraints. The work presented in [29] studies the complexity of satisfiability checking taking into account
cardinality constraints, in [15] ISA constraints between classes are also added, while [25] considers the case where identifiers
are present. In [23], object-oriented database schemas are considered with cardinality restrictions and constraints expressing
the range of attributes.
Finally, we briefly mention those approaches based on encodings into different DLs. The DL encoding presented in [7] shows
that reasoning over full EER/UML schemas is an EXPTIME-complete problem. The upper bound is obtained by mapping UML
schemas into the ALCQI logic, while the lower bound derives from reducing the problem of Knowledge Base (KB) satisfiability
in ALC (known to be EXPTIME-complete) to checking the satisfiability of a UML schema. The study presented in [3] shows that
better complexity results can be gained by limiting the expressive power of EER/UML schemas disallowing sub-relationships
and covering constraints (in particular, NP and NLOGSPACE, respectively). The results are obtained by mapping to so called DLLite logics. Recently, the approach of encoding a schema into a DL has also been used for inferring knowledge from conceptual
schemas of a particular domain [6] (in this case, data-access request scenarios in healthcare systems). The languages used are a
fragment of OWL (Web Ontology Language) and SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language), both of them based on DLs, and with a
reasoning complexity that, in this case, is PSpace-complete. Note that, the approaches based on a DL encoding, in the general
case, do not guarantee the FMP.
The main contribution of our approach is to deal with expressive conceptual schemas, specified using both UML and OCL,
guaranteeing finite reasoning with a complete procedure. Similarly to the approaches based on a DL encoding, we encode an
UML schema using an analogous technique. On the other hand, we extend such encoding by devising an appropriate subset
of the full OCL language, i.e., OCL-Lite, and then mapping OCL-Lite to the DL ALCI. To our knowledge, this is the first approach
that allows to reason on UML conceptual schemas with OCL constraints using DLs. Furthermore, differently from the works
mentioned above, our encoding enjoy the FMP.
3. OCL-Lite syntax and semantics
In this section, we present the fragment of OCL that corresponds to OCL-Lite. We start by an overview of basic concepts of
UML class diagrams and OCL constraints. For further details on the syntax and semantics of OCL expressions, we refer the reader
to [34,41].
A UML class diagram represents the static view of the domain basically by means of classes and associations between
them, representing, respectively, sets of objects and relations between objects. An association is defined by a set of participating
classes. An association end is a part of an association that defines the participation of a class in the association. The name of
the role played by a participant in an association is placed in the association end near the corresponding class. Sometimes,
the role name for an association end is omitted, and then it is assumed that the role played by the participant is the name of
the corresponding class.
For instance, referring to the UML class diagram in Fig. 1, the association SponsoredBy has two association ends. One of them
corresponds to the class Company, which plays the role of sponsor, and the other one corresponds to class Event, which plays
the role of event in this association.
An OCL constraint (or invariant) has the form:
context C inv: OCLExpr
where C is the contextual class, i.e., the class to which the constraint belongs, and OCLExpr is an expression that results in a Boolean
value. The reserved word self may be optionally used within OCLExpr to refer to an arbitrary instance of the contextual class.
An OCL constraint is satisfied by an instantiation of the schema if OCLExpr evaluates to true for each instance of the contextual
class. An OCL expression is defined by means of navigation paths, combined with predefined OCL operations to specify conditions
on those paths. A navigation path is a sequence of role names defined in the associations of the class diagram. Each role name
used in a path indicates the direction of the navigation. If no role name is specified in the class diagram for a given association
end, the name of the destination class is used in the navigation. The first role name in the path (optionally preceded by self)
refers to an association end that is accessible from the contextual class, i.e., an association end belonging to an association to
which the contextual class participates. The rest of the navigation path is defined analogously.
For instance, referring again to Fig. 1, and assuming that the context is Company, the following expression results in the
events sponsored by an arbitrary instance of Company, by means of the association SponsoredBy:
self.event or equivalently event
The following expression returns the persons that organize an arbitrary instance of Event, by means of the association Organizes,
assuming that the context is Event:
self.organizer or equivalently organizer
And the following one gives the events that are organized by a person, assuming that the context is Person:
self.organized or equivalently organized
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3.1. OCL-Lite syntax
In this section, we specify the syntax rules that allow one to construct OCL constraints belonging to the fragment of OCL that
we call OCL-Lite. An OCL-Lite constraint has the form:
context C inv: OCL-LiteExpr
In the proposed syntax rules, an OCL-Lite expression OCL-LiteExpr is defined recursively, since OCL expressions can be combined
to obtain new ones.
OCL-LiteExpr

∷=

Path
PathItem
SelectExpr
BooleanOp

∷=
∷=
∷=
∷=

Path SelectExpr |oclIsTypeOf(C) | not OCL-LiteExpr |
OCL-LiteExpr and OCL-LiteExpr | OCL-LiteExpr or OCL-LiteExpr |
OCL-LiteExpr implies OCL-LiteExpr
PathItem | PathItem.Path
ri | oclAsType(C).ri
BooleanOp | -Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr) SelectExpr
-Nexists(OCL-LiteExpr) | -Nforall(OCL-LiteExpr) |
-Nsize()N0 | -Nsize()=0 | -NisEmpty() | -NnotEmpty()

Intuitively, OCL-LiteExpr allows one to construct a Boolean OCL-Lite expression, which can correspond to the whole constraint,
or can be the condition specified as a parameter in a select operation (see SelectExpr) or in exists and forall operations (see
BooleanOp). An OCL-LiteExpr can be either a Path to which a SelectExpr is applied, a check of whether an object is of a certain type,
or Boolean combinations of these OCL-Lite expressions.
The label Path indicates how a navigation path can be constructed as a non-empty sequence of PathItems. Each PathItem can
be either a role name ri specified in the class diagram, or a role name preceded by the operation oclAsType(C), when we need
to access a role name of a particular class C. When OCL-LiteExpr corresponds to the whole constraint, each path starts from
a role that is accessible from the contextual class (or a subclass C of the contextual class, in which case oclAsType(C) must
be specified first). Otherwise, when OCL-LiteExpr is inside a select, exists, or forall operation, then, the starting role name
will depend on the context where the operation is used. After a Path, one can apply a (possibly empty) sequence of selections
on the collection of objects obtained through the path, always followed by the application of a BooleanOp.
The intuitive meaning of the OCL collection operations included in this fragment of OCL is as follows. Let col denote the collection of objects reachable along a path, then:
•
•
•
•
•
•

col-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr): returns the subset of elements of col that satisfy OCL-LiteExpr;
col-Nexists(OCL-LiteExpr): returns true iff there is some element of col that satisfies OCL-LiteExpr;
col-Nforall(OCL-LiteExpr): returns true iff all the elements of col satisfy OCL-LiteExpr;
col-Nsize(): returns the number of elements of col;
col-NisEmpty(): returns true iff col is empty;
col-NnotEmpty(): returns true iff col is not empty;
Operation oclIsTypeOf(C) applies only to a single object o. Its intuitive meaning is the following:

• o.oclIsTypeOf(C): returns true iff o is an instance of the class C;
Optionally, in those OCL operations that apply to collections, one can give a name to refer to an arbitrary element of the
collection to which the operation is applied. For instance, for the operation select, this is done by means of the expression
colNselect ðo j OCLLiteExprwithoÞ
where o is called the iterator, and is a reference to an object from the collection col. When the select is evaluated, o iterates over
the collection and OCL-LiteExpr-with-o is evaluated for each o. For instance, examples of valid OCL-Lite expressions are:
• r1-Nexists(r2.r3-Nsize()N0)
or, equivalently:
self.r1-Nexists(o|o.r2.r3-Nsize()N0),
• r1.oclAsType(C2).r2-Nselect(r3-NisEmpty())-Nforall(oclIsTypeOf(C4))
or, equivalently:
self.r1.oclAsType(C2).r2-Nselect(o|o.r3-NisEmpty())-Nforall(o|o.oclIsTypeOf(C4))
• r1-Nselect(r2-NisEmpty())-Nselect(r3.r4-Nexists(r5-NnotEmpty()))
-Nforall(oclIsTypeOf(C) and r6-Nsize()=0)
or, equivalently:
self.r1-Nselect(o|o.r2-NisEmpty())-Nselect(o|o.r3.r4-Nexists(o2|o2.r5-NnotEmpty()))-N
forall(o|o.oclIsTypeOf(C) and o.r6-Nsize()=0)
Since both the variable self and iterator variables are optional in OCL expressions, we will omit them in the rest of the paper
for the sake of simplicity. All constraints in Fig. 2 are examples of well-formed OCL-Lite expressions.
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3.2. OCL-Lite normal form
OCL-Lite operations, except for oclIsTypeOf and oclAsType, can be expressed only in terms of select, isEmpty,
and notEmpty. Thus, we first rewrite each OCL-Lite expression as an equivalent normalized one, which is expressed in terms
of these operations only. Table 1 shows the OCL-Lite operations and gives their equivalent normalized expressions. These
normalizations, together with de Morgan's laws, are iteratively applied until the expression only contains the operations select,
isEmpty, and notEmpty, and the Boolean operator not only appears before the expression oclIsTypeOf(C). In the table, col
and cond denote, respectively, a collection and a condition, which must be defined according to the syntax rules.
In our running example, the constraints in Fig. 2 that have to be normalized are 1, 2, 5, 6, and 8. The resulting expressions
we get after applying the rules in Table 1 are:
• Constraint 1. We apply rule a) to the original constraint and we get the normalized expression:
context Person inv:
organized-Nselect(oclIsTypeOf(CriticalEvent) and sponsor-NisEmpty())-NnotEmpty()
• Constraint 2. We apply rule d) and we get the normalized expression:
context CriticalEvent inv: inspector-NnotEmpty()
• Constraint 5. We first apply rule b) and we get:
context Person inv: audited-Nselect(not sponsor-NnotEmpty())-NisEmpty()
We then apply rule g) to obtain the normalized expression:
context Person inv: audited-Nselect(sponsor-NisEmpty())-NisEmpty()
• Constraint 6. We apply rule f) and we get:
context CriticalEvent inv: responsible.organized-NnotEmpty()
• Constraint 8. We apply rule a) and we get:
context Company inv: event-Nselect(oclIsTypeOf(CriticalEvent))-NnotEmpty() or
event-Nselect(sibling-NisEmpty() or
sibling-Nselect(sponsor-NisEmpty())-NnotEmpty())-NnotEmpty()
It can be seen from Table 1 that the expressions resulting from the normalization conform to a limited set of patterns. In
particular, the final result is always a combination of expressions basically consisting of an optional select operation followed
either by isEmpty or notEmpty. Also, the expression may include the operation oclIsTypeOf. Importantly, if either the original
expression or an intermediate one contains a sequence of select operations, they will be collapsed in a single one when applying
the normalization rules.
3.3. OCL-Lite semantics
In the following we consider OCL-Lite expressions in their normal form. For each of them we specify its semantics by means
of an interpretation function, f, that maps each OCL-LiteExpr into a first order logic (FOL) formula OCL-LiteExpr f(x) with one free
variable. Other approaches specify the semantics of OCL expressions using first-order terms instead of formulas [5]. However,
as also argued in [5], using formulas is preferable when dealing with sets, as in our case.
We start by formalizing the semantics of an OCL-Lite constraint
context C

inv : OCLLiteExpr

Table 1
Normalization of OCL-Lite expressions.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Original expression

Normalized expression

col-Nexists(cond)
col-Nforall(cond)
col-Nselect(cond1)-Nselect(cond2)
col-Nsize()N0
col-Nsize()=0
not col-NisEmpty()
not col-NnotEmpty()

col-Nselect(cond)-NnotEmpty()
col-Nselect(not cond)-NisEmpty()
col-Nselect(cond1 and cond2)
col-NnotEmpty()
col-NisEmpty()
col-NnotEmpty()
col-NisEmpty()

A. Queralt et al. / Data & Knowledge Engineering 73 (2012) 1–22
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Its interpretation is:


f
∀x C ðxÞ → OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ
where C is the unary predicate corresponding to class C.
To define the semantics of OCL-Lite expressions, we first introduce some notation to deal with navigation paths. Consider
a navigation path pn…p1 in an OCL-Lite expression, where each pi is either a role name or oclAsType(Ci).ri. To formalize a (binary) association Ai, we introduce a binary predicate, Ai, whose first argument represents an instance of dom(Ai) (the domain of
Ai) and whose second argument represents an instance of range(Ai) (the range of Ai). To fix a semantics for role names we conform to the UML convention about role names [38], i.e., a role name attached to an association end labeled with a class C is used
f
to navigate from one object to a another one belonging to the class C. Thus, in the following, pi (x,y) = Ai(x,y) when pi is a role
f
name attached to the range(Ai)-end of Ai, and, viceversa, pi (x,y) = Ai(y,x) when pi is a role name attached to the dom(Ai)-end of
f
Ai. Similarly, pi (x,y) = Ci(x)∧Ai(x,y), when pi = oclAsType(Ci).ri and ri is a role name attached to the range(Ai)-end of Ai, while
f
pi (x,y) = Ci(x)∧Ai(y,x), when pi = oclAsType(Ci).ri and ri is a role name attached to the dom(Ai)-end of Ai. Note that, some of
the expressions (and their interpretations) are defined recursively, since OCL-Lite expressions can be combined to obtain new
expressions.
1. OCL-LiteExpr = pn…p1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)-NnotEmpty()
The semantics of this expression is


f
f
f
f
f
OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ ∃xn ⋯∃x1 pn ðx; xn Þ∧pn−1 ðxn ; xn−1 Þ∧ ⋯ ∧p1 ðx2 ; x1 Þ∧OCLLiteExpr 0 ðx1 Þ
Importantly, a particular case of this kind of expression is when no select operation is applied on the objects obtained from
the navigation, which corresponds to the expression
OCLLiteExpr ¼ pn …p1 −NnotEmptyðÞ
In this case, the semantics is


f
f
f
f
OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ ∃ xn ⋯∃x1 pn ðx; xn Þ∧pn−1 ðxn ; xn−1 Þ∧⋯∧p1 ðx2 ; x1 Þ
2. OCL-LiteExpr = pn…p1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)-NisEmpty()
The semantics of this expression is


f
f
f
f
OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ ∀xn ⋯ ∀x1 I pn ðx; xn Þ∨⋯∨ I p1 ðx2 ; x1 Þ∨ I OCLLiteExpr0 ðx1 Þ
Again, we have a particular case of this kind of expression in the absence of select:
OCL-LiteExpr = pn … p-NisEmpty()
And then, the semantics of the expression is


f
f
f
OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ ∀xn ⋯ ∀x1 I pn ðx; xn Þ∨ ⋯ ∨ I p1 ðx2 ; x1 Þ
3. OCL-LiteExpr = [not] oclIsTypeOf(C)
where the brackets denote optionality. The semantics of the expression is
f

OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ ½ IC ðxÞ
4. OCL-LiteExpr = OCL-LiteExpr1 and OCL-LiteExpr2
The semantics of this expression is
f

f

f

OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ OCLLiteExpr1 ðxÞ ∧ OCLLiteExpr2 ðxÞ
5. OCL-LiteExpr = OCL-LiteExpr1 or OCL-LiteExpr2
The semantics of this expression is
f

f

f

OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ OCLLiteExpr1 ðxÞ ∨ OCLLiteExpr2 ðxÞ
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6. OCL-LiteExpr = OCL-LiteExpr1 implies OCL-LiteExpr2
The semantics of this expression is
f

f

f

OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ ¼ OCLLiteExpr1 ðxÞ → OCLLiteExpr2 ðxÞ
In our running example, the semantics of Constraints 1 and 2 is the following:
• The OCL-Lite normal form of Constraint 1 is
context Person inv :
organized  NselectðoclIsTypeOfðCriticalEventÞ and sponsor  N isEmptyðÞÞ  N notEmptyðÞ

and its semantics is
∀xðPersonðxÞ→∃y1 ðOrganizesðx; y1 Þ∧CriticalEvent ðy1 Þ∧∀y2 ISponsoredByðy1 ; y2 ÞÞÞ
• The OCL-Lite normal form of Constraint 2 is
context CriticalEvent inv : inspector  NnotEmptyðÞ
and its semantics is
∀xðCriticalEvent ðxÞ → ∃yAuditsðy; xÞÞ
Deﬁnition 1. Satisﬁability of OCL-Lite constraints
Let Γ be a set of OCL-Lite constraints and Γ f the resulting FOL theory. Then, Γ is said to be satisfiable if there exists a first order


interpretation I ¼ ΔI ; ⋅I that satisfies Γ f. I is called a model of Γ.
□
4. The Description Logic ALCI
One of the distinguishing features of DLs is that they admit terminating reasoning procedures that are sound and complete
with respect to the semantics. Additionally, ALCI [13] has the FMP [17,15], which means that every satisfiable formula of
the logic admits a finite model, i.e., a model with a finite domain. Intuitively, this means that it is impossible to define with this
language a set of constraints that necessarily needs an infinite number of instances to be satisfied. This guarantees that if a schema
is found to be satisfiable, then it is finitely satisfiable, which is the notion of satisfiability that is assumed in the software engineering
community.
Importantly, finite model reasoning has been studied for more expressive DLs that do not enjoy the FMP, such as ALCQI [4,12,30].
This means that it is still possible to determine whether a schema specified in this language is finitely satisfiable, but no tools or
prototypes that perform this check have ever been implemented. Additionally, our aim is not to stick to any particular reasoning
approach, but to provide a specification language that is both familiar to the conceptual modeling community and that can be handled
by currently existing tools in this area, not necessarily by techniques based on DLs.
Thus, we choose ALCI as our target language since, due to its FMP, finiteness of the domain can always be assumed. Hence, a
procedure that searches for instantiations that satisfy a certain property, as most existing approaches in conceptual modeling do,
can be used with the guarantee of termination.
In the following, we present the syntax and semantics of ALCI, which is an expressive DL in which knowledge is represented
by means of concepts (unary predicates) and roles (binary predicates). Concepts, denoted by D, and roles, denoted by R, are
formed according to the following syntax rules:
D ::¼
R

::¼

′

⊤ j C j ID j D ⊓ D
−
A j A

′

j D ⊔ D j ∃R:D j ∀R:D

where C denotes an atomic concept, and A an atomic role, i.e., simply a concept or role symbol.
An ALCI knowledge base is constituted by a finite set of inclusion assertions of the form D1⊑D2, where D1 and D2 are arbitrary
concept expressions. 1

1
Here we deal only with knowledge at the intentional level, and do not consider extensional knowledge, i.e., knowledge about individual objects. Hence, we
identify a DL knowledge base with its intentional component, usually called TBox [4].
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The semantics of ALCI is specified through the notion of interpretation. An interpretation I ¼ ΔI ; ⋅I of an ALCI knowledge
base is constituted by an interpretation domain ΔI and an interpretation function ⋅I that assigns to each concept D a subset D I of
ΔI and to each role R a subset RI of ΔI × ΔI , such that the following conditions are satisfied:
⊤
CI
I DI
ðD1 ⊓ D2 ÞI
ðD1 ⊔ D2 ÞI

¼ ΔI
p ΔI
¼ ΔI ∖ D I
I
I
¼ D1 ∩ D2
I
I
¼ D1 ∪ D2

ð∃R:DÞI
I

ð∀R:DÞ
A

I

− I

ðA Þ


n



o ∈ ΔI ∃o′ : o; o′ ∈ RI ∧o′ ∈ DI g

n


I
′
′
I
′
I
¼
o ∈ Δ ∀o : o; o ∈ R →o ∈ D g

¼

p
¼

I

I

Δ × Δ

n

′
I
I
′
I
o; o ∈ Δ ×Δ  o ; o ∈ A g

An interpretation I satisfies an inclusion assertion D1⊑D2 if D1I pD2I . An interpretation that satisfies all assertions in a knowledge base K is called a model of K. A knowledge base K is satisfiable if there exists a model of K. A concept D is satisfiable w.r.t K if
there is a model I of K such that D I is nonempty.
Intuitively, the knowledge that can be expressed in ALCI is encoded in terms of assertions involving concepts (D) and roles
(R). Roles can be seen as binary associations in UML, and the inverse role, denoted A -, corresponds to the inverse of an association.
Each (inverse) role has a domain and a range. For instance, the association Organizes in our example can be formalized in ALCI by
means of a role Organizes that denotes the pairs constituted by a person and an event such that the person (domain) organizes the
event (range). Then, Organizes — relates the event (domain) to the persons (range) organizing it.
Regarding concepts, they may be atomic (C), which allows them to represent the entities in a conceptual schema, or arbitrary
(D), which are used in the specification of constraints. In particular, one can specify the negation of an arbitrary concept,
the union or intersection of two arbitrary concepts, or build more complex concepts involving roles by means of quantified
role restrictions as follows. A concept ∃R.D denotes the instances of the domain of R that are related to some instance
of the concept D, and ∀R.D denotes the objects that are related by R only to instances of the concept D. Notice that this
includes those objects that are not related by R to any object of the domain. For instance, ∃ Organizes.CriticalEvent denotes
the individuals that organize some critical event, and ∀Organizes —.Person denotes the events that are organized only by persons.
As will be seen, more complex expressions can be build by using arbitrary concepts instead of atomic ones when specifying
ALCI concepts.
5. Encoding UML/OCL-Lite in ALCI
In this section we show that the proposed fragment UML/OCL-Lite can be encoded in ALCI and, thus, finite reasoning is
guaranteed for every schema expressed in this modeling language. We first present the fragment of UML we are interested
in together with its encoding, and then we provide an encoding for the OCL-Lite fragment, too.
5.1. Encoding UML in ALCI
In the following, we give an overview of how to encode a fragment of UML class diagrams in ALCI , based on the encoding in
ALCQI proposed in [7]. Since ALCQI is an extension of ALCI that does not have the FMP (i.e., a schema specified in ALCQI
might be satisfiable only by an infinite number of instances), we focus on a fragment of UML that can be encoded into ALCI. As
a consequence, there are some constructs of UML class diagrams that cannot be encoded in this language. In particular, we consider
UML class diagrams where the domain of interest is represented through classes (representing sets of objects), possibly equipped
with attributes and associations (representing relations among objects), and types (representing the domains of attributes, i.e.,
integer, string, etc.). The kind of UML constraints that we consider in this paper are the ones typically used in conceptual
modeling, namely:
•
•
•
•

hierarchical relations between classes;
disjointness and covering between classes;
cardinality constraints for participation of entities in relationships; and
multiplicity and typing constraints for attributes.

To preserve the FMP we restrict both cardinality and multiplicity constraints to be of the form * or 1..* (meaning that either
no constraint applies or the class participates at-least once, respectively). Moreover, due to readability issues, in this section we
do not consider UML constructors such as identification constraints, association classes, or n-ary associations. However, as will be
clarified in Section 6, they can also be captured in the ALCI encoding.
Given an UML class diagram, we encode each class C into an atomic concept C, each (binary) association A into an atomic role
A, each attribute a into an atomic role a, and each type T into an atomic concept T. To express that types are disjoint both between
themselves and from classes, the following disjointness assertions are enforced:
T1 ⊑ IT2 ;
T ⊑ IC;

for every pair of distinct types T1 and T2 ; and
for every type T and class C:

10
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An UML schema is encoded as a set of ALCI inclusion assertions (i.e., an ALCI knowledge base) as described in the following.
• A hierarchy constraint expressing a generalization of a class C1 into a super-class C2 is encoded as
C1 ⊑ C2
• A disjointness constraint among classes C1,…,Cn that are sub-classes of a class C, is encoded as
Ci ⊑

⊓nj¼iþ1

I Cj ;

with 1 ≤ i ≤ n−1

• A covering constraint involving classes C, C1,…,Cn is encoded as
C⊑

⊔nj¼1 Cj

• A typing constraint for an attribute a of a class C is encoded as
C ⊑ ∀a:T
where T is a class representing the type of the attribute.
Each association A between classes C1 (domain) and C2 (range) is encoded by an atomic role A, together with the following
inclusion assertion to specify the domain and range of A:
−

⊤ ⊑ ∀A :C1 ⊓∀A:C2
Both for attributes and for associations, the cardinalities (multiplicities, for attribute) that can be encoded in ALCI are * and
1..*. No inclusion assertion is needed to encode the former, since it corresponds to the absence of a constraint. The inclusion
assertion that encodes the multiplicity 1..* of an attribute a of C is:
C ⊑ ∃ a:⊤
A cardinality 1..* attached to the association end corresponding to C1 in the association A is encoded as 2:
−

C2 ⊑ ∃ A :⊤
and, viceversa, the following inclusion assertion captures the cardinality 1..* attached to the association end corresponding
to C2:
C1 ⊑ ∃ A:⊤
According to the above rules, the class diagram in Fig. 1 is encoded in ALCI as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

⊤ ⊑ ∀Organizes.Event ⊓ ∀Organizes −.Person
⊤ ⊑ ∀Audits.Event ⊓ ∀Audits −.Person
⊤ ⊑ ∀ResponsibleFor.CriticalEvent ⊓ ∀ResponsibleFor −.Person
⊤ ⊑ ∀HeldWith.Event ⊓ ∀HeldWith −.Event
⊤ ⊑ ∀SponsoredBy.Company ⊓ ∀ SponsoredBy −.Event
Person ⊑ ∃Organizes.⊤
CriticalEvent ⊑ ∃ResponsibleFor −.⊤
CriticalEvent ⊑ Event

Inclusion assertions 1 to 5 specify the typing (i.e., domain and range) of the associations in the schema. For instance, the first
one states that the range of Organizes is Event and its domain is Person. Inclusion assertions 6 and 7 correspond to the cardinality
constraints 1..* specified in the associations Organizes and ResponsibleFor. For example, the first one says that each Person must
Organize(s) at least one Event. Inclusion assertion 8 captures that CriticalEvent is a subclass of Event. Note that role names are not
translated as far as the UML schema contains only binary associations. They will play a role when n-ary associations are captured
via reification (see Section 6 for more details).
The encoding, starting from an UML class diagram Σ, generates an ALCI knowledge KΣ. The encoding is correct, i.e., it
preserves satisfiability (Σ is satisfiable if and only if KΣ is satisfiable) since it applies similar rules as the proven correct
encoding presented in [7]. Note that, the domain of the interpretation of such an ALCI knowledge base corresponds to the
set of objects that instantiate the UML class diagram. Since there are neither association classes nor n-ary associations, we do
not use reification, and thus objects instantiating classes correspond to instances of the corresponding DL concepts, and pairs
2

We conform to the conventional reading of cardinality constraints in UML [38].
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of objects instantiating (binary) associations correspond to instances of the corresponding DL roles. Hence, a model of the
knowledge base KΣ can be viewed as an instantiation of the UML class diagram Σ.
5.2. Encoding OCL-Lite constraints in ALCI
Taking into account the ALCI encoding of an UML class diagram explained above, in the following we provide a mapping to
translate OCL-Lite constraints into ALCI .
An OCL-Lite constraint, which has the general form
context C

inv : OCL  LiteExpr

is encoded as the following ALCI inclusion assertion:
C ⊑ OCL  LiteExpr

†

where · † is a mapping function that assigns to each OCL-Lite expression its corresponding ALCI encoding. This inclusion assertion
states that the set of instances of the concept C (encoding the context class C) is a subset of the instances of the concept that encodes the OCL-LiteExpr. In other words, according to the semantics of OCL constraints, each instance of C must satisfy OCL-LiteExpr.
In the following, we illustrate the encoding of OCL-Lite expressions in ALCI . We consider OCL-Lite expressions in their normal
form, as provided in Section 3.2, and define OCL-LiteExpr † by induction on the structure of OCL-LiteExpr.
1. OCL-LiteExpr = pn…p1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)-NnotEmpty()
We define the ALCI concept OCL-LiteExpr † by induction on the length n of the navigation path. For convenience, we consider as
†
base case n = 0, and in this case we set OCL-LiteExpr † = OCL-LiteExpr0.
For the inductive case, let OCL-LiteExprn = pn…p1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)-NnotEmpty(), let pn + 1 be an additional path
item, and let OCL-LiteExprn + 1 = pn + 1.OCL-LiteExprn. Then OCL-LiteExpr†n + 1 = p†n + 1 .(OCL-LiteExprn† ), where pn† + 1 (for the various cases of pn + 1, cf. OCL syntax in Section 3.1) is an abbreviation 3 defined as follows (r denotes a role name of an association
A, and dom(A) and range(A) denote respectively the domain and range of A):
(
†

r ¼
ðoclAsTypeðC Þ:r Þ† ¼



∃A
−
∃A

if r is attached to rangeðAÞ
if r is attached to domðAÞ

C ⊓ ∃A
−
C ⊓ ∃A

if r is attached to rangeðAÞ
if r is attached to domðAÞ

Note that the ALCI concept corresponding to OCL-LiteExpr has the form

  
 
†
†
†
†
pn : pn−1 ⋯ pn : OCLLiteExpr0 ⋯
Intuitively, this concept represents the fact that OCL-LiteExpr evaluates to true, for a given instance o in the domain of pn, if o is
related through the path pn…p1 to some object o1 that satisfies the condition specified by OCL-LiteExpr0. In the particular case
when there is no select operation, i.e., the OCL expression has the form pn…p1-NnotEmpty(), then OCL-LiteExpr0† = ⊤, and
the constraint is encoded as

 
 
†
†
†
pn : pn−1 : ⋯ p1 :⊤ ⋯
that is, no condition is imposed on those instances reachable through the path.
For example, an expression in our running example that follows this pattern is the one in the body of Constraint 6. Once
normalized, the constraint has the form
context CriticalEvent inv : responsible:organized NnotEmptyðÞ

Thus, the ALCI assertion that encodes this constraint is:
−

CriticalEvent ⊑ ∃ResponsibleFor :ð∃ Organizes:⊤Þ
Note that, the ALCI encoding of the OCL-Lite expression responsible.organized-NnotEmpty() is ∃ResponsibleFor−.
(∃ Organizes.⊤). The ﬁrst DL role, ResponsibleFor−, is inverted since the association ResponsibleFor has domain Person and range
CriticalEvent, and the role name responsible is attached to Person. Thus, responsible† =(∃ResponsibleFor−). The next
role name in the OCL-Lite expression is organized, which is attached to Event, the range of the association Organizes.

3

Note that p† is not a valid DL expression.
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Thus, organized† =∃Organizes. Finally, since the OCL operation select does not appear in the constraint, no condition must be
imposed on the instances reached at the end of the path.
2. OCL-LiteExpr = p n…p 1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr 0)-NisEmpty()
Similarly to the previous case, we define OCL-LiteExpr= by induction on n. For the base case of n = 0, we set OCL-LiteExpr † =
¬OCL-LiteExpr0† . For the inductive case, let OCL-LiteExprn = pn…p1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)-NisEmpty(), let pn + 1 be an additional path item, and let OCL-LiteExprn + 1 = pn + 1.OCL-LiteExpr2. Then OCL-LiteExprn† + 1 = ¬pn† .(¬OCL - LiteExprn† ), Considering
that ¬¬C is equivalent to C, the ALCI concept corresponding to OCL-LiteExpr has the form
 
  
 
†
†
†
†
I pn : pn−1 : ⋯ p1 : OCLLiteExpr0 ⋯
Intuitively, this concept represents the fact that OCL-LiteExpr evaluates to true, for a given instance o, if o is not related through
the path pn…p1 to any object that satisfies the condition specified by OCL-LiteExpr0. As in the previous case, if there is no select
operation in the OCL expression, i.e., the OCL expression has the form pn…p1-NisEmpty(), then OCL - LiteExpr0† = ⊤, and the
constraint is encoded as
 
 
 
†
†
†
I pn : pn−1 : ⋯ p1 :⊤ ⋯
As an example, let us consider Constraint 5 in its normal form:
context Person inv: audited-Nselect (sponsor-NisEmpty())-NisEmpty()
The overall OCL-Lite expression is encoded in ALCI as ¬(∃Audits.(¬∃SponsoredBy.⊤)), and the ALCI assertion corresponding to the
constraint is:
Person ⊑ I∃Audits: I∃ SponsoredBy:⊤
3. OCL-LiteExpr = oclIsTypeOf(C), and OCL-LiteExpr = not oclIsTypeOf(C)
The ALCI concept OCL-LiteExpr † corresponding to these OCL-Lite expressions is respectively
C

and

I C;

These OCL-Lite expressions evaluate to true, for a given instance o, if o respectively is and is not of type C.
4. OCL-LiteExpr = OCL-LiteExpr1 and OCL-LiteExpr2
The corresponding ALCI concept OCL-LiteExpr † is
†

†

OCLLiteExpr1 ⊓OCLLiteExpr2
As expected, the ALCI encoding is the conjunction of the two concepts encoding each sub-expression.
5. OCL-LiteExpr = OCL-LiteExpr1 or OCL-LiteExpr2
The corresponding ALCI concept OCL-LiteExpr † is
†

†

OCLLiteExpr1 ⊔OCLLiteExpr2
The ALCI encoding is the union of the two concepts encoding each subexpression.
6. OCL-LiteExpr = OCL-LiteExpr1 implies OCL-LiteExpr2
The corresponding ALCI concept OCL-LiteExpr † is
†

†

IOCLLiteExpr1 ⊔OCLLiteExpr2
Note that in ALCI implication is formulated in terms of negation and disjunction.
To further illustrate the mapping, we apply it to some other constraints of our running example. For instance, consider the
normalized expression of Constraint 2. This constraint is of kind 1, so its equivalent ALCI expression is:
−

CriticalEvent ⊑ ∃ Audits : ⊤
A different example of the first kind of OCL-Lite expressions is Constraint 1, which has also been normalized in Section 3.3. This one
is of kind 1, and its subexpressions are respectively of kinds 4, 3, and 2. Applying the corresponding mapping rules we obtain:
Person ⊑ ∃ Organizes:ðCriticalEvent ⊓ I∃ SponsoredBy:⊤Þ
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As an example of an OCL-Lite expression of kind 6 we have Constraint 3. According to the mapping rule, its corresponding
ALCI expression is:
Event ⊑ I∃ HeldWith:⊤ ⊔ ICriticalEvent
Finally, a more complicated example is Constraint 8, which is of kind 5 once it has been normalized. We have to recursively
apply the mapping rules to each part of the disjunction: rules 1 and 3 to the first subexpression, and rules 5, 2, 1 to the second
subexpression. The resulting ALCI expression is:
−

−

Company ⊑ ∃ SponsoredBy :CriticalEvent ⊔ ∃SponsoredBy :ð I ∃ HeldWith:⊤ ⊔ ∃HeldWith: I ∃ SponsoredBy:⊤Þ
5.3. Correctness of the encoding and complexity results
In this section we first prove that the mapping from OCL-Lite to ALCI is correct, by showing that there is a direct correspondence between first order interpretations of OCL-Lite constraints and models of the corresponding ALCI knowledge base. We
then show that reasoning on UML/OCL-Lite is an EXPTIME-complete problem.
Theorem 1. Correctness of the OCL-Lite encoding
Let Γ be a set of OCL-Lite constraints and KΓ its ALCI encoding. Then, Γ is satisfiable if and only if KΓ is satisfiable.

□

Proof. We have to show that every object that satisfies an OCL-Lite expression is an instance of its corresponding ALCI concept,
and viceversa, i.e., for every OCL-LiteExpr, for every interpretation I , and for every object o∈ΔI , we have that

I
f
OCLLiteExpr ðxÞ

½x=o

is true

iff



† I
o ∈ OCLLiteExpr
;

where [x/o] denotes the variable assignment that assigns object o to variable x.
We proceed by induction on the structure of OCL-LiteExpr.
1. [not] oclIsTypeOf(C)
The FOL formula representing its meaning is [¬]C(x).
The corresponding ALCI concept is: [¬]C.
Then, ðC ðxÞÞI½x=o is true iff o∈C I . The case of negation easily follows by induction.
2. OCL-LiteExpr1 and OCL-LiteExpr2
f
f
The FOL formula representing its meaning is OCL - LiteExpr1(x) ∧ OCL - LiteExpr2(x).
†
†
The corresponding ALCI concept is OCL - LiteExpr1 ⊓ OCL - LiteExpr2.
By induction, the claim easily follows.
The cases of disjunction and implication are analogous.
3. pn…p1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)-NnotEmpty()
The FOL formula representing its meaning is


f
f
f
∃xn ⋯ x1 pn ðx; xn Þ∧⋯∧p1 ðx2 ; x1 Þ∧OCLLiteExpr0 ðx1 Þ :
The corresponding ALCI concept is pn† .(pn† + 1.(⋯(p1† 1.(OCL-LiteExpr0† ))⋯)).
We prove the claim by induction on the length n of the navigation path.

I
f
Base case (n = 0): Then it follows by induction on the structure of OCL-Lite expressions that OCLLiteExpr0 ðxÞ
is true iff


½x=o
† I
o ∈ OCLLiteExpr0 .
Inductive case (n → n + 1): Let OCL-LiteExprn = pn…pn + 1-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)-NnotEmpty(), let pn + 1 be an additional
path item, and let OCL-LiteExpr = pn + 1.OCL-LiteExprn. We have that OCL-LiteExpr f(x) = ∃ xn + 1(pnf + 1(x, xn + 1) ∧ OCL-LiteExprnf
(xn + 1)), and OCL-LiteExpr† = pn† + 1.(OCL-LiteExprn†). We consider all the different syntactic forms of the path item pn + 1.
• Let pn + 1 be a role name attached to the range(A)-end of some association A. Then, pnf + 1(x, xn + 1) = A(x,xn + 1) and


pn† + 1=∃A. Assume there exists an o′ ∈ΔI such that A(o′,o) holds in I (or, equivalently, o; o′ ∈AI ).
f
• Let pn + 1 be a role name attached to the dom(A)-end of some A. Then, pn + 1(x, xn + 1) = A(x, xn + 1) and pnf+ 1=∃A −. Assume


there exists an o′ ∈ΔI such that A(o, o′) holds in I (or, equivalently, o′ ; o ∈AI ).
• Let pn + 1 = oclAsType(C).r, where r is a role name attached to the range(A)-end of some A. Then, pnf+ 1(x, xn + 1) = C(x) ∧
A(x, xn + 1) and pn† + 1 = C ⊓ ∃A. Assume there exists an o′ ∈ΔI such that C(o) and A(o′, o) hold in I (or, equivalently, o∈C I
and o′ ; o ∈AI ).
• Let pn + 1 = oclAsType(C).r, where r is a role name attached to the dom(A)-end of some A. Then, pnf+ 1(x, xn + 1) = C(x) ∧
A(xn + 1, x) and pn† + 1 = C ⊓ ∃ A. Assume there exists an o′ ∈ΔI such that C(o) and A(o′, o) hold in I (or, equivalently, o∈C I


and o′ ; o ∈AI ).
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I


In all four cases, by inductive hypothesis, OCLLiteExprnf ðxnþ1 Þ I½xnþ1 =o′  is true iff o′ ∈ OCLLiteExprn† . From this the claim follows.
The case where there is no select operation, i.e., the OCL-Lite expression has the form pn…p1-NnotEmpty(), can be proved
analogously.
4. pn…p1[-Nselect(OCL-LiteExpr0)]-NisEmpty()
The FOL formula representing its meaning is


f
f
f
∀xn ⋯∀x1 I pn ðx; xn Þ∨⋯∨ I p1 ðx2 ; x1 Þ∨ IOCLLiteExpr0 ðx1 Þ
The corresponding ALCI concept is ¬(pn† .(⋯(pn† .(OCL-LiteExpr0† ))⋯)).
The proof is again by induction on the length of the navigation path, and is similar to the previous case.

□

Concerning the complexity of reasoning over UML/OCL-Lite schemas we first notice that reasoning just over the UML diagram
proposed in this paper is an NP-complete problem. Indeed, the UML language we consider here is a sub-language of the modeling
language ERbool which was proved to be NP-complete in [3], and the very same complexity proof applies to the UML language we
use. On the other hand, we show that reasoning over UML/OCL-Lite is EXPTIME-complete due to the complexity of the OCL-Lite
constraint language.
Theorem 2. Complexity of UML/OCL-Lite
Checking the satisfiability of UML/OCL-Lite conceptual schemas is an EXPTIME-complete problem.

□

Proof. The upper bound follows from the fact that the ALCI encoding is correct, and that reasoning in ALCI is an EXPTIME-complete
problem. The lower bound is established by reducing satisfiability of ALC knowledge bases, which is known to be EXPTIME-complete
[4], to satisfiability of OCL-Lite constraints. In particular, we consider so called primitive ALC KBs, i.e., KBs that contain only inclusion
assertions of the form
C1 ⊑ C2 ;

C1 ⊑ I C2 ;

C1 ⊑ C2 ⊔C3 ;

C1 ⊑ ∀A:C2 ;

C1 ⊑ ∃ A:C2 ;

where C1, C2, C3 are atomic concepts and A is an atomic role. Satisﬁability of primitive ALC KBs is also EXPTIME-complete, as proved
in [7].
To encode inclusion assertions of the form
C1 ⊑ C2 ;

C1 ⊑ I C2 ;

C1 ⊑ C2 ⊔ C3 ;

we use the Boolean operators of OCL-Lite. Let us show how to encode the ∀ and ∃ constructs. For each DL role, A, we introduce a
binary association, A, with both domain and range untyped (i.e., dom(A) = range(A) = ⊤) and with role name rngA attached to its
range. Then:
• C1 ⊑ ∃ A.C2 is encoded as:
context C1 inv : rngA Nselectð oclIsTypeOfðC2 ÞÞNnotEmptyðÞ

• C1 ⊑ ∀A.C2 is encoded as:
context C1 inv : rngA Nselectðnot oclIsTypeOfðC2 ÞÞNisEmptyðÞ

It is easy to check that the encoding is correct by considering the semantics of OCL-Lite constraints, and considering that every
class is a sub-class of ⊤ (thus, C2 is reachable from C1 by the role name rngA).
□
6. Incorporating identiﬁcation constraints
An identification constraint for a class C states the set of properties of C that are unique for every specific instance of, and thus
allow one to identify such an instance. Identification constraints are very frequently used in conceptual modeling, but cannot be
specified in ALCI . Moreover, the impossibility to specify this kind of constraints in ALCI implies that association classes and
n-ary associations, also very common in conceptual modeling, cannot be encoded in this DL.
Since virtually every UML conceptual schema includes identifiers for its classes, and also association classes or n-ary associations (with or without an association class), we find essential that our approach is able to deal with these constructs. In order to
incorporate them, we must make sure that they preserve the finite model property, and we will show that this is the case.
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The three constructs we have mentioned (class identifiers, association classes, and n-ary associations) require the ability to
define identification constraints. In particular, to uniquely identify each instance of a class C we can add an identification constraint composed by attributes of the class as long as their type belongs to an infinite domain (such as integer, real, string,
etc.). Since we know that the rest of the schema fits in ALCI and this language enjoys the FMP, if there exists an instantiation
satisfying the schema but violating the identification constraints, then, it will have a finite number of elements. Thus, since all
the domains are infinite, there necessarily exists another finite instance of the schema in which every instance of C has a different
value for those attributes that define the identifier. This shows that class identifiers do not destroy the FMP, and moreover that
they can safely be ignored when checking satisfiability in UML/OCL-Lite.
Similarly, we show that we can add association classes and n-ary associations (with or without an association class) without
losing the finite model property. These constructs cannot be directly encoded in ALCI , but we can express their semantics by
transforming the schema into an equisatisfiable one containing only binary associations and specifying additional constraints.
Both binary associations with an association class and n-ary associations (with or without an association class) can be treated uniformly by means of reification. More precisely, an association A of arity n, with n ≥ 2, with or without an association class, can be
represented by means of a class A representing the association and n binary functional associations R1,…,Rn that link A with each
of the classes defining the original association, as shown in Fig. 3. This class diagram, together with the constraint stating that the
combination of the n binary associations is an identifier for the class A, has the same semantics as an n-ary association between
classes C1,…,Cn.
Importantly, neither the identification constraint nor the cardinalities stating the functionality of each Ri, i.e., that every
instance of A participates at most once in each of the binary associations Ri, can be expressed in ALCI. However, in this particular
case, it is possible to show that allowing for the identification constraint and the functionalities preserves the FMP. Regarding the
functionalities, one can adopt a transformation into ALCI similar to the one proposed in [18,14], which encodes functionality by
means of a finite instantiation of an axiom schema. Roughly speaking, the axiom schema enforces that, if in an object o a role R is
supposed to be functional, then, for each possible concept C, if o satisfies ∃R.C, then it satisfies also ∀R.C. As shown in [18], it is
sufficient to enforce the instances of this axiom schema in which C belongs to a finite set of “relevant” concepts. Intuitively,
the relevant concepts are all those that appear as sub-concepts in the DL TBox encoding the UML class diagram and the
OCL constraints, and they are polynomially many. In our case, the roles Ri corresponding to the binary associations introduced during
reification, are globally functional. Hence, such a transformation is simpler than the one proposed in [14], and requires only to add for
each role Ri and for each relevant concept C, an inclusion assertion of the form ∃Ri.C ⊑ ∀Ri.C. Such additional inclusion assertions ensure
that all individuals connected to an instance of the reified association (class) through a role Ri enjoy the same properties, and hence
can be collapsed into a single individual, thus enforcing the satisfaction of functionality. Notice that, differently from the general case
considered in [14], due to the fact that the functionality constructor is used only for reification, the transformation that removes
it actually preserves the FMP. Regarding the identification constraint, the explanation is analogous to the one adopted in [16] to
show the correctness of reification. Intuitively, consider a model I containing two instances o1, o2 of the reified association class A
that are connected to exactly the same individuals via roles R1, …, Rn. By exploiting the disjoint union model property of DLs, one
can construct the model that is the union of I with a copy I ′ of I . The copy I ′ will contain individuals o′1 and o′2 corresponding
to o1 and o2. By “swapping” the two objects connected to o2 and o′2 via one of the roles Ri, say Rn, one gets that the four objects o1,
o′1, o2, o′2 do not constitute anymore a violation of the identification constraint. Hence, by starting from a finite model, containing
(a finite number of) violations of an identification constraint, one can apply this construction repeatedly and obtain a new model,
again finite, without any violations.
So, we can conclude that we can consider class identifiers, association classes and n-ary associations while preserving the FMP.
Thus, reasoning on UML/OCL-Lite schemas containing these constructs can be done in finite time guaranteeing completeness with
any kind of approach that admits this expressiveness.
7. Reasoning on UML/OCL-Lite schemas using current reasoners
The aim of this section is to show how current tools may be effectively used to provide reasoning support to check a set
of properties on UML/OCL-Lite schemas. We have chosen two tools that follow different approaches: Pellet, a DL reasoner that
guarantees completeness and decidability by limiting expressiveness of the constraints, and SVTE[20], a semidecision procedure
which does not limit the expressiveness but does not terminate in some cases due to the undecidability of reasoning with general
constraints.
The FMP enjoyed by UML/OCL-Lite schemas guarantees that DL tools, instead of unrestricted satisfiability as in the general
case, will check finite satisfiability, i.e., the relevant notion in conceptual modeling. Regarding the semidecision procedure
SVTE, reasoning on UML/OCL-Lite schemas guarantees termination in all cases.

Fig. 3. Reification of an n-ary association, with or without an association class.
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Fig. 4. ALCI The knowledge base encoding the UML schema in Fig. 1 and the OCL-Lite constraints in Fig. 2.

Our aim in the section is to show how reasoners developed in the Artificial Intelligence community can be used in CASE tools
to help the user to check quality criteria of a conceptual model in an automatic way. In particular, we show examples covering
the following quality criteria for an UML/OCL-Lite schema:
• Class and schema satisfiability;
• OCL-Lite constraint redundancy/entailment;
• explanation of inconsistencies and redundancies/entailments.
Furthermore, we show that current reasoners can be used to reason over UML/OCL-Lite, and that the performance of these
tools on our running example is very similar, despite following completely different approaches.
7.1. Using a Description Logics reasoner
We will use the Pellet reasoner included in Protégé version 3.4.1, which implements OWL-DL (a language strictly more expressive than ALCI ). The whole knowledge base obtained from the encoding of the UML/OCL-Lite schema of our running example
can be captured in Protégé. The ALCI knowledge base, K, encoding the UML schema in Fig. 1 and the OCL-Lite constraints in
Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 4 (see Sections 5.1 and5.2).
Fig. 5 shows the interface of Protégé, in particular, it shows the OWLClasses tab, where the concepts of the ontology are
defined. This tab is divided into two main frames: the Subclass Explorer at the left shows the hierarchy of concepts, while the
Class Editor allows one to assert conditions that the concept selected in the Subclass Explorer must satisfy. The Class Editor is,
in turn, divided into three parts, called Annotations, Asserted Conditions, and Disjoints.

Fig. 5. The schema introduced in Protégé.
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To introduce the ALCI formalization of the schema into Protégé, the syntax of the assertions had to be adapted to OWL-DL.
In particular, as can be seen in the Subclass Explorer in Fig. 5, we have defined three OWL classes that are direct subclasses of
owl:Thing, namely Company, Event, and Person. We have specified that they are mutually disjoint, as it is usually assumed in
UML conceptual schemas. For instance, the fact that Person is disjoint from Company and Event can be seen in the Disjoints area
at the bottom of the figure. We have also specified the class CriticalEvent as a subclass of Event.
Each association has been represented by two properties, specifying their domain and range and the inverse relationships between them. For instance, audited is a property with domain Person and range Event, and inspector is the inverse of audited. These
two properties correspond to the roles Audits and Audits − in the ALCI formalization of our example. They can be introduced in Protégé in the Properties tab, not shown in Fig. 5.
Now, both the cardinalities and the OCL constraints have to be introduced as Asserted Conditions of the corresponding concept. For
instance, as can be seen in Fig. 5, several necessary conditions have been specified for the class Person, corresponding to the ALCI
assertions in which Person is subsumed by a concept encoding some condition. The first of them corresponds to the OCL Constraint
5, the second is Constraint 4, the third encodes Constraint 1, and the last one is the cardinality 1..* of organized (assertion 6 in
the ALCI formalization of the schema given in Fig. 4).
Once we have introduced the UML class diagram and the OCL-Lite constraints into Protégé, we can perform the reasoning tasks we
mentioned. The reasoning task in which we are interested in is consistency, since checking for either redundancy or logical implication
can be reduced to a consistency check. First, we check the consistency of all the concepts we have defined. As can be seen in Fig. 6,
Person and CriticalEvent are inconsistent. As we have shown in the introduction, the reason for these inconsistencies is that Constraints 1, 2, and 5 are in contradiction. This additional information is what we called explanation. The current version of Protégé
does not provide such a reasoning service. This means that the schema is incorrect, and should be fixed. We do it by replacing
Constraint 1 with the following one:
context Person inv : organized  Nexists ðoclIsTypeOf ðCriticalEventÞÞ

That is, each person must organize at least one critical event. This new constraint makes all classes consistent.
Now that the schema is consistent, we can check other properties. For instance, we are interested in checking the redundancy
of the constraints in the schema. A constraint is redundant if it is entailed by the other constraints and, thus, it can be removed. We
can check redundancy in Protégé by checking the inconsistency of a concept that corresponds to the negation of the constraint.
That is, let C ⊑ D be the ALCI encoding of one of the OCL-Lite constraints in the schema and let K be the knowledge base encoding
the whole UML/OCL-Lite model. Then, the constraint is redundant iff K∖fC⊑Dg⊨C⊑D which, in turn, holds iff the concept C ⊓ ¬D is
unsatisfiable w.r.t. K∖fC⊑Dg. The same technique can be applied to check whether the UML/OCL-Lite model verifies a new constraint. In this case, we check whether K entails the new constraint, by transforming this check into a concept satisfiability check.
For instance, Constraint 7 states that those events that have an organizer also have a sponsor. To check the redundancy
of this constraint, we can introduce a new concept, notIC7, as a subclass of the concept Event, and add an inclusion assertion corresponding to the negation of the original assertion encoding Constraint 7, which, in turn, must be removed from K, i.e.:
notIC7⊑Event
notIC7⊑∃Organizes− :⊤⊓ I∃SponsoredBy:⊤

Fig. 6. Results of checking consistency using the Pellet reasoner in Protégé.
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As can be checked, the concept notIC7 is inconsistent w.r.t. K∖fEvent⊑ I∃Organizes− :⊤⊔∃SponsoredBy:⊤g, which means that
Constraint 7 is redundant. Thus, the OCL-Lite Constraint 7 can be removed preserving the semantics of the schema. We can run
the same redundancy check for Constraint 6, and the result will be that Constraint 6 is also redundant, so it can be eliminated
from the schema. If we check redundancy of the remaining constraints, we see that they are not redundant (i.e., their negation
is consistent).
Finally, we will check some additional properties on the schema to see whether it represents correctly the intended domain.
To do this, we define a new concept satisfying a certain property and check whether it is consistent. If this is the case, then the
property may hold in the schema. For instance, we may be interested in checking whether a critical event may be organized by
some person that is not responsible for any critical event. Thus, we define a concept Property1 as can be seen in Fig. 7(a). As
shown, this property is consistent, which means that the situation that it formalizes is accepted by the schema. Another interesting
question could be whether it is possible that a person organizes an event that does not have an inspector (see Fig. 7(b)). This time,
this property is not consistent, which in fact means that all the events have an inspector, despite the cardinality * of the association
end inspector specified in the UML class diagram. This answer indicates that either the cardinality should be changed to 1..* or
that the rest of the constraints should be weakened so that they correspond to the specified cardinality.
7.2. Using SVTE
We have shown in [35] that we may use the CQC-Method [21] to reason on a UML/OCL conceptual schema. This method performs query containment tests on deductive database schemas, and we can use it to reason on conceptual schemas by translating
the class diagram and the constraints into the logic representation it handles. The most recent implementation of this method is
the SVTE tool [20], which is the one we will use to reason on our running example. SVTE allows for checking whether a given schema
satisfies a set of desirable properties (i.e., it checks the satisfiability of a schema), or whether a class in the schema is consistent (i.e.,
class satisfiability check). Each property is specified in terms of a certain goal to attain defined as a conjunction of literals. When a
property is satisfied, SVTE provides a sample instantiation of the schema satisfying the property. Otherwise, it gives an explanation,
i.e., the set of constraints that do not allow the property to be satisfied.
First of all, we must translate the UML/OCL-Lite schema into a logic representation as defined in [35]. The translation we get
for our running example can be seen in the left hand side of Fig. 8, which shows a screenshot of the SVTE tool.
We may be interested to know whether the class Company admits at least one instance, i.e., if it is consistent. The goal to attain in
this case is company(C) and this is the question we pose to SVTE, as shown in Fig. 8. The answer we get from the tool is that Company
is consistent since the schema admits an instantiation, I = {company(0), event(1), sponsoredBy(1, 0)}, where Company has a nonempty extension. Note that the two latter instances are required to make the sample instantiation satisfy Constraint 8 and that
they are automatically obtained by SVTE. This instantiation is partially shown in Fig. 8 which shows how SVTE represents the
instances of SponsoredBy. Clicking on event or on company, we get the other two instances of I.
In a similar way we check in SVTE the consistency of class Person by asking the question person(P). In this case, we get that the
goal is not satisfiable (as expected) and also the explanation for this failure shown in Fig. 8. The intuitive meaning of this
explanation is the following. According to Constraint 1, each Person must organize a non-sponsored CriticalEvent. However,
Constraint 7 forces all events (critical or not) with an organizer to have a Sponsor. Therefore, we get into a contradiction, which
entails that Person is not consistent since it can never be populated. The third constraint in the explanation is required to formally
ensure that the second argument of the association Organizes is an Event.
In general, there may be alternative explanations that justify the failure of a goal. Note, for instance, that the one obtained by
SVTE is not the same that we gave in the introduction. Alternative explanations, including this latter one, are obtained with SVTE
by clicking on the button ‘Compute all minimal explanations’.
The previous result implies that the schema is incorrect, and it should be necessarily modified. Again, we fix this error by
removing from Constraint 1 the requirement that the critical event each person must organize cannot be sponsored.

Fig. 7. Results of checking user-defined properties in Protégé.
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Fig. 8. Checking a property with SVTE.

SVTE also allows one to identify redundant constraints. Redundancy of a constraint may be checked in SVTE by removing it from
the schema and trying to attain the negation of its goal. For instance, the goal that checks whether Constraint 3 is redundant is:
event(E), heldWith(E, E2), criticalEvent(E). As before, we get that Constraints 6 and 7 are redundant, while the above Constraint 3
is not. Moreover, SVTE provides us with an explanation each time a redundancy is found. In particular, Constraint 6 is redundant
because of the cardinality constraints 1..* of the roles responsible and organized. They state that each critical event
must have at least a responsible that, in turn, must organize some event. So, these cardinality constraints alone ensure the
same condition as the one stated by Constraint 6. Constraint 7 is also redundant since it is impossible that an event that has an
organizer is not sponsored. The reason is that Constraint 4 ensures that all organized events are audited, and 5 guarantees that
audited events have a sponsor. As a consequence, organized events necessarily have a sponsor, which is what Constraint 7 states.
Summarizing, we can remove the redundant Constraints 6 and 7 from the schema so that it becomes simpler without changing
its semantics.
SVTE allows also for asking ad-hoc questions to check whether the schema specifies what the designer intended, i.e., if it
is compliant with the requirements. For instance, to check whether a critical event may be organized by some person that is
not responsible for any critical event, we should consider the goal: criticalEvent(CE), organizes(P, CE), not(resp(P)), where
resp(P) should be defined by means of the rule responsibleFor(P, CE), criticalEvent(CE). SVTE returns a positive answer in
this case, proving that the schema satisfies the requirement, and a set consisting of 10 instances that fulfill this situation.
Finally, the question whether a person may organize an event that does not have an inspector can also be answered by SVTE.
Now, the answer we get is negative since the property we are checking is in contradiction with Constraint 4 (the explanation provided by SVTE). Therefore, either this requirement is wrong or we must modify again the schema to make it fulfilled
(Fig. 9).
7.3. On the performance of current reasoners
We have also analyzed how the two chosen reasoners perform on our example. Although the conceptual schema considered is
quite simple, the results obtained are promising, since each reasoning task takes much less than one second although the schema
contains 8 constraints to encode the semantics of the UML class diagram, and 8 additional arbitrary OCL constraints.
We have checked the consistency of each class, the (non) redundancy/entailment of each constraint and the user-defined
properties explained in the previous subsections. Some of these properties are satisfied by the schema while others are not. All
of them have been successfully checked by both reasoners. The time spent 4 in each reasoning task goes from a minimum of
0,01/0,02 s (consistency of classes Event and Company, entailment of Constraint 8) to a maximum of 0,04/0,05 s (consistency

4

We have executed the experiments on an Intel Pentium 4, 3.2 GHz machine with 1 GB RAM and Windows XP (SP3).
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Fig. 9. Results of checking consistency in SVTE.

of class CriticalEvent, entailment of Constraints 4 and 5, user-defined properties). These are just preliminary tests showing
that the current technology can be used in practice to check properties of UML/OCL-Lite schemas.
8. Conclusions and further work
We have identified fragments of both UML and OCL that guarantee finite reasoning while being at the same time significantly expressive. The UML fragment maintains almost all the modeling constructs, but the at-most cardinality restriction on
both relationships and attributes is disallowed. This restriction is crucial to preserve the FMP property when reasoning over
UML schemas. Concerning OCL, since full OCL is undecidable we devised here a new fragment to gain both decidability
and FMP. We called such a new fragment OCL-Lite. We proved that the proposed UML/OCL-Lite fragment enjoys the
FMP by showing a satisfiability preserving mapping from UML/OCL-Lite to the DL ALCI. The mapping guarantees that every
satisfiable set of OCL-Lite constraints admits a finite model. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to encode OCL constraints in DLs.
One of the most relevant side effects of the work presented in this paper is the possibility to use a DL reasoner to reason
on UML/OCL-Lite schemas. We have shown how current tools may be effectively used to provide reasoning support in order to
automatically check a set of properties of UML/OCL-Lite schemas, in particular, class and schema satisfiability, OCL-Lite constraint
redundancy/entailment, and explanation of inconsistencies and redundancies/entailments. We have chosen two tools that follow
different paradigms: Pellet, a DL reasoner, and SVTE, a semidecision procedure. Due to the FMP enjoyed by UML/OCL-Lite schemas,
it is guaranteed that Pellet is able to check finite satisfiability, while SVTE will always terminate. Such reasoning capabilities can be
incorporated into existing CASE tools to extend their functionalities.
As further work we plan to devise maximal decidable fragments of OCL that can be encoded using expressive (but decidable)
DLs. In particular, we are considering more powerful DLs starting from ALCQI to the more complex SHROIQ [26]. These
new fragments will lose the FMP property but they will retain decidability, and they will also allow to reintroduce full cardinality
restrictions in UML schemas. An interesting open issue concerned with the FMP is to investigate the problem of finite model
reasoning when encoding into the powerful SHROIQ language. Furthermore, although it is known that finite model reasoning is
EXPTIME-complete for ALCQI[30], there are currently no DL reasoners able to handle such a form of reasoning. Another direction is
more applicative and concerned with an experimental evaluation to compare the efficiency and correctness of different techniques
currently developed to check schema properties of both UML and OCL constraints.
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